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K.A. House Destroyed by Fire

DA Concerned with Little
BY DALE GRIMES

The first semester session

of the Delegate Assembly,
under the speakership of
Haynes Roberts, engaged in

considerable debate on
several items relevant to

student life-including
freshman hours, the dress

code, student apathy,
twenty-four hour open
dorms, pet regulations, and
the food service.

The

which receive the

of the delegates for

many hours. The motion to

abolish the coat-and-tie rule

was finally brought to a roll

call vote, producing an 18-18

tie. This was broken by
Speaker Roberts in favor of

keeping the rule. In related

issues, twenty-four hour open
dormitories and freshmen

hours were discussed
excessively, with no action

were relaxed as pets are now
being allowed in dormitories.

Student apathy was
subject to much discussion

resulting in the formation of

an Apathy committee, mainly

consisting of Jay Cude
(Hoffman) and non-DA
members. (See related story,

p. 22.) The recommendations

of this committee were not

approved by the delegates.

Seemingly one of the

major problems of the DA
was the apathy of many
members in regard to their

attendance. Yet Speaker

Roberts said that "attendance

hasn't been all that bad.

January was a bad month
of but

wasn't worse than could be

expected."

In assessing his first

semester as Speaker, Robers

noted that several items of

importance had been passed

and implemented. The
required laundry fee has been

abolished and the medical fee

for married students has been

lormitorieswere discussed

nd rules prohibiting pets

inadequate and steps were
taken to enforce more safety

standards.

As far as some of the more
major issues were concerned,

he admitted that "officially

nothing has been changed."

Asked about the future of
the Delegate Assembly,
Roberts said, "It will be a

long time before it becomes
really effective because of the

tradition of the Order of

Gownsmen. Many people in

the faculty still overlook the

DA as almost non-existent."

He said that criticism was
not warranted because the

DA's main job is to look out

for little things and be sure

they are remedied, because

there are no really big issues

at Sewanee.

"What bothers me is that a

lot of people try to make

issues out of nothing,"

Roberts said.

It remains to be seen what

policy the DA follows this

semester. But the general

consensus of most of the

members was that it had not

been the most effective voice

of the students,

THE REV. DR. PiTTENGER WILL SPEAK FEBRUARY 26
The Rev. Dr. VV. Norman Fe *>r 24.

Pittenger will deliver two
lectures as Sewanee on
Thursday, February 24,

1972. The general subject of
these lectures is Christian

Faith and the Question of

History.

Lecture I, to be delivered

at 4:30 p.m. on Thursday,

Auditorium, is entitled "The
Nature of History." Lecture

II, to be delivered at 8:15

entitled "History in

Chr and

invited.

Dr. Pittenger since his

retirement from the General

Theological Seminary in New
York has been a resident

member of King's College,

Cambridge, England.

The list of Dr. Pittenger's

published writings is a long

The Kappa Alpha
Fraternity house burned to

the ground early last Sunday
m orning. There were no

The fire was reported at

1:19 a.m. by student David
Johnson, who saw smoke
coming from the second floor

of the building. A Sewanee
Volunteer Fire Department
truck reached the house at

1:25 a.m. but the fire had
spread beyond control by
that time. A crowd of more
than 100 students gathered

shortly after the alarm was
given; some helped the fire

department members to hook
their lines to a fire hydrant.

The crowd included V-C
Bennett and Acting Dean of

Men Charles Binnicker.

The Alpha Alpha Chapter

of the Kappa Alpha order was

founded at Sewanee ^883.
The chapter has suffered two
previous total fires, one in

1897 and another in 1915.

Both times the house was
rebuilt on the same site and
with the same design.

Members of the fraternity

said Monday evening that

preliminary plans for

rebuilding the house are

beginning to be discussed,

with a chapter meeting to be

held Wednesday evening.

Commit fee
by Ginny

Managing

The Student Activity

Fee Committee report and
the Apathy Committee
report were submitted to

the Delegate Assembly at

the last meeting of the

According to University

records, the chapter house
was last assessed at $60,000.
Their insurance policy, which
went into effect last October,
covers the house for $53,000
and the contents for $3,500.

Bill McElveen, first

semester President of the

chapter, said that their

national organization was
veing "very helpful" and they

would continue working with

the chapter in rebuilding the

house. However, no specific

The cause of the fire is n..

I

known. Police Chief McBee,
contacted Sunday afternoon,

said he thought the fire must
have smoldered and gradually

spread for a period of time

before it suddenly blazed up
The fire is thought to have

started in the pool room on
the nd Ho i the i

side of the building. The
police chief said he had no
plans for calling in a fire

marshal for an investigation

unless he had evidence that

the fire might not have been

accidental. He theorized that

the fire may have started

from faulty electric wiring, a

jukebox, or from a burning

in the PURPLE.

/ith the of the

Reports
Ennett

Editor

and the fact that the

committee felt too much
money was being given for

too few people to enjoy.

The SAFC report was
given unanimous approval

by the D.A.
Following debate and

r e j e c tion of the first

suggestion of the Apathy
Committee, it was decided

to submit each suggestion

to appropri

DA
recommendation. He has

submitted copies of the

report to the Provost and
Vice-ChanceHor.

Comments about the
SAFC report centered
around the complete
cutting of funds from the

German Club. Henry
Lodge said there is a need
for Independent men to

have someplace to go on
party weekends, especially

in view of the Pan Hellenic
Council rule charging a fee

for non -fraternity to enter

fraternity houses over past

weekends. Reasons given

by Err

tudy.

f the s

D.A.
for further

averal D.A.
ated wording

by
constitutional quest

made immediate actior

the D.A. impossible. At
later time, the suggestions

will be reconsidered by the

entire D.A.
In other business, Janet

Fincher spoke to the D.A.

on the required skirt rule

for women. She urged the

D.A. "to abolish the dress

for women and change it

[the dress code]
nforced

i her proposal, but

of i for i

giving the club any funds
included a decline of
interest in party weekends
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I'oreille
Chief of Sewanee police

Hayden McBee told this

reporter last Sunday
afternoon that it was he who
gave information to Assistant

Attorney General Jack Lynch

that led directly to the

January 3 raid on two rooms

in lower Gailor Hall. He
outlined the circumstances

surrounding the raid as

follows

:

There was a meeting in the

early part of first

consider, among othe

drug The
meeting was called by Dean

of the College Puckette and

was attended by Deans

Binnicker, Webb, Donnalley,

Chaplains Pugh and Canfill,

Health Officer Way, and

Chief McBee. It was decided,

according to McBee, that

those selling illegal drugs

should be prosecuted in

court. The decision was

"fairly generally agreed,

though not unanimous,"

according to McBee.

Before Christmas, McBee
had been made aware through

sources he refused to identify

that sales of marijuana were

Gailor Hall. He was also told

that there were some syringes

Following his policy of

having the polici act only on

d rug ma •. ters involving a

possible felony (i.e. sale),

McBee told V-C Bennett that

uld thi;

i n formation over to the

Assistant Attorney General

for this area so he could write

a search warrant that would

stand up in court. Bennett at

least acquiesced in having the

Assistant A-G Lynch. McBee
was somewhat unclear about

whether he also told Dean

Webb that he was going to

turn the information over to

others. Only McBee knew
that had fact

been drawn up and he

expected by did not know for

certain that the raid would be

Jan. 3.

McBee added to his

account that the information

leading to the raid the same
night at the Clark farm came
from a source "off the

domain" and not from him.

McBee's statement answers

some questions but leaves

others hanging. The raid on
Gailor was instigated by the

University as part of its

general drug policy. It was
not the work of the TBI; they
were only brought along to

help identify drugs.

Questions still unanswered
include, why did not
Vice-Chancellor Bennett tell

the PURPLE in an interview

on January 11 that it was
McBee who was the

intermediate source for the

drug information that led

directly to the raid? McBee

said Sunday that he would

have said so but that no one

asked him; however, he was

asked by this reporter on the

night of the raid. An even

greater credibility problem

involves the role of Dean of

Men Webb. 1 understood

McBee to say on Sunday

afternoon that he had told

Webb, as well as Bennett, that

he was going to give Lynch

some information on drug

sales. However, contacted

that evening, McBee said that

he only told Bennett that the

information was going to

Lynch. McBee did say that

after the raid he "told him
(Webb) all I knew about the

raid" and that, concerning

the source of information

that led to the raid, "I don't

recall telling him but I'm

certain I would have" and "I

probably did." It would seem

""'ikely that Webb would "^

uninterested in how and why
che forces of the state of

Tennessee would come into

the campus. But Webb told

me and other students

repeatedly that he did not

know anything about where

the county and state

authorities got their

information.

There is a feeling on the

part of a good many girls that

their visiting hours are too

long and should be shortened.

Each dorm currently has the

power to set its own hours up
to a certain maximum—and
the hours in all dorms are

now at the maximum. Those
who consider the problem
will hopefully do so on the

merits of the issue and not

worry about being labelled

one thing or another.

The reports of the Student

Activity Fee Committee and
of the DA "Apathy"
Committee (found elsewhere

in this issue) make interesting

reading.

On the one hand, the

Apathy Committee says,

"Students are rightfully

disinterested in a government
that has no tangible authority

whatsoever."

On the other hand, the

Activity Fee Committee
destroys the German Club on
the vague grounds that

"...there has been a lack of
interest in the German Club
organization."

It was pointed out in this

paper on Oct. 11 that the

German Club should be
reconstituted in order to

represent and serve the whole
student body better, that the

German Club had agreed to

such actions as a condition
for funding for 1971-72, and
that it was the clear

responsibility of the DA to
do something about it. The
editorial said, "The Delegate

Assembly or a committee

thereof should take the next

few weeks to consider

alternatives... Any solution

they come up with should

emphasize the responsibility

of the German Club and its

lead ership to the whole

student body. And cnee p

solution is arrived at, the DA
and OG should maintain r.

continuing interest in what

the German Club does."

The Assembly did nothing,

though they presumably read

the paper because of their

interest in printing their

precious minutes in it. As a

result, the only organization

capable of coordinating and

planning student social life is

gone. And yet social life is

the o ne area in which

students have almost total

control.

Last semester's DA
evidently felt that it was

much easier to think they had

no power than to try to

exercise power wnere the}

could.

What the Delegate
Assembly should do now is to

see if there is anyone up here

interested in having some
kind of unified s ocial

program, not just for

fraternity members as the

Activity Fee Committee

suggests in their

One
important point for the DA
and its apathy brigade to

remember is that
systematizing lines of

authority of "giving the

students real power" would

probably not be to student

advantage for the simple

reason that the pow-
ers-that-be are not going to

surrender authority in any

substantive areas. Delegated

powers imply non-delegated

powers; students might

suddenly find that they aren't

listened to because they

"don't have the power."

Student power is far more
effective when exercised

somewhat informally and

when it can be applied in

areas not formally excluded

from student concern.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

A sherry-and-autographing

party will be given by the

University Press at St. Luke's

Bookstore on Monday, Feb.

14, in honor of Miss Marian

Niven, author of THE
ALTAR AND THE CROWN,
an historical novel just

published by the press. The
time is 4 to 5 p.m.

HELP, the crisis referral

center, is looking for more

volunteers. Anyone who is

interested should come to St.

Luke's Auditorium Sunday,

Feb. 13 at 7:30 p.m. for

signup, organization, and

training session.

APATHY REPORT
COMMITTEE ON STUDENT APATHY

Report
This committee finds that apathy toward the student

government is both understandable and justifiable. Students are

rightfully disinterested in a government that has no tangible

authority whatsoever. The students don't care because there's

nothing to care about. They don't vote because there's nothing to

vote for. The Delegate Assembly, for the most part, could be
replaced by a suggestion box tomorrow without producing any
noticable effects on the operation of this school. It would never
be missed by either the administration or the student body. We
feel that, as in any other democratic community, the people who
live and work there should have some say in regard to the rules to

which they are subject.

toward this end and anyThe following are suggestior

specifics are meant only as guidelir

(1) A RULES COMMITTEE shall be impowered to consider all

grievances concerning shcool regulations. The committee shall be
comprised of nine members: (a) 4 members to be chosen by the

faculty or administration, (b) 3 members to be chosen by the
Delegate Assembly, and (c) 2 to be held by the Speaker of the

Delegate Assembly and the Dean of Men. The Rules Committee
may be convened by any member and has the power to consider,

approve, amend, or repeal any regulation having a direct bearing
on student life on this campus. Their decision is final.

(2) A CURRICULUM COMMITTEE shall consider the
curriculum and have the power to make additions and
subtractions in regard to courses. Any alterations must, of course,

be within the bounds of reason and practicality. The committee
shall be comprised of seven members: (a) 4 to be selected by the
faculty or administration, (b) 3 to be selected by the Delegate
Assembly.

(3) We propose that the Lecture Series be turned over to a

committee made up of 3 students to be selected by the Delegate
Assembly from among its own ranks. The faculty shall provide
one of its own members who will serve in an advisory capacity

(4) We propose a total reorganization of the election process
along the following lines: (a) all voting to be held in the
dormitories, (b) consolidation of elections, speaker and delegate
elections to be held at the same time on the same ballot, (c)

Election of the Speaker of the Delegate Assembly, two thirds of
the student body must vote in order for the election to be valid,

(d) if two thirds of the student body fails to vote, then the
Delegate Assembly shall elect a Speaker.

(e) Speaker shall be elected after the first :

ineligible).

(5) We recommend that the Delegate Assembly «

the the i sity folio (a)

exercise control of radio station programming (b) requir

publishing of the minutes, voting records, and attendance records
of the Delegate Assembly by the PURPLE.

(6) We recommend the construction of a Student Forum. The
forum shall serve as a focusing point of student interest, and
provide a central location for rallies, lectures, concernts, open
Delegate Assembly meetings, and other student activities. It shall

include a sheltered area with a central illuminated bulletin board,
sandwich, coffee, ice cream, and coke machines, benches, pay
phones, and bicycle racks. It should be illuminated and have a
permanent audo system. Location should be between Carnegie
and Woods Lab.

DA Elections
The ond

elections for seats to the

Delegate Assembly will begin

on Tuesday, Feb. 15.

Nominations for Delegate

Assembly at-large seats are

due in the Registrar's office

by twelve noon Monday
February 14th. Petitions

must be signed by twenty-five

(25) fellow classmen. The
at-large seat election will

begin on Tuesday Feb. 15 in

the Thompson Union. The
polls will be open from 9 a.m.
until 1 p.m. Run-offs will be
held if necessary on
Wednesday. In addition, two
amendments to the student

government constitution will

also be on the ballot. (Please

see below for changes.)

The dormitory elections

will begin on Wednesday,
February 23 from 1 until 3
p.m. in the respective

dormitories. Nominations for

these seats must be turned in

to the proctor of the

dormitory by midnight

Monday February 21st. These

petitions must be signed by
ten (10) fellow residents.

Anyone wishing a copy of

the by-laws of the Elections

Committee should contact

Kyle Rote either personally

or through the SPO.

1. Added to Article II,

section 2, clause b:

"No. delegate shall be

ently

constituency.

2. In Article II, section 3,

paragraph d, to replace

"Secretary of the Delegate

Assembly" with "Secretary

of the Order of Gownsmen."
The paragraph currently

reads: "The Speaker and
Speaker pro tempore, the

President and Vice President

of the Order of Gownsmen,
the Secretary of the Delegate

Assembly, the Head Proctor,

the Editor of the SEWANEE
PURPLE, the Chairman of
the Student Activities Fee

Committee shall be the

Executive Committee."
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POWER, APATHY, AND IDIOCY

Two cliches, student power and student

apathy, have infected the imagination of Sewanee
students. The terms are slung back and forth

among the student body members with the result

that neither term has retained any meaning except

as an epitaph. The Apathy Committee of the

Delegate Assembly breached the pinnacle of

absurdity, exemplifying the fascination people can

reach with terms. The committee's report shows

more than anything i else Sewanee students's chief

attribute—their ability to lament their own
deficiencies and to offer nothing more than a few

tears and empty phrasesto rectify a situation.

Essentially, the Apathy Committee found

nothing. The students obviously do not want

power or they would do something to get it. Words

do not equate action and the Committee somehow
feels that by begging for a voice in the affairs of

the University they will get it. The D.A. has no

power because the D.A. has done nothing to

deserve any power. No work, no accomplishments

of any import have been performed. D.A. meetings

are run like the Mad Hatter's tea party. The major

excitement it seems lies in proper parlimentary

decorum.
The power (if the term can be applied) of the

student lies in its opinion. The D.A. has failed

-niserably to organize and galvanize student

opinion. In cases where opinion , and I mean

forceful opinion, does not work , direct action is

the only alternative. But where are such active

people to be found? Sewanee seems to be in a state

of deep poverty there. People always seem to be

talking but never accomplishing anything.

The publications have received vehement

criticism for their efforts. Students expect more

than they are willing to put into publications. A
newspaper can be only as good as its staff.

Evidence of student disinterest in publications is

that only one person ran for the PURPLE editor

despite the editorship being one of the most

important positions of student leadership.

William G. Pecau, Editor

THE FORMER EDITORS

From the response of Sewanee's dynamic
student body, it seems that few people realize the

accomplishments of the former editor and
managing editor, Clendon Lee and Donald
Fishburne. When they assumed control of the

paper, it was heavily in debt, organization was
practically non-existant, and those that were on
the staff were in profound despair. Rather than
going into the boring details, The PURPLE has

never been in better financial condition and the

staff is excellent. I hope I can equal Clendon's

performance and I assume all responsibility for the

success or failure of this semester's paper.

William G. Pecau, Editor

Letters to the Editor

I am seated in a chair in

the infamous • Gailor

dormitory room 44 with a

copy of January 12's Purple

in one hand and a defendant's

copy of the Official Search

Warrant for the State of

Tennessee in the other. As I

sit and compare the Purple's

"Interview with Bennett" and

the Search Warrant, I am
chagrined by the discovery of

contradictions one with the

other. If it weren't for the

fact that I am convinced of

the integrity of the

Vice-Chancellor and the TBI

alike, I would be inclined to

belit that

telling the truth. Allow me to

clarify: first, the Purple—

Fishburne: "Will you [Dr.

Bennett] say whether or not

a search exclusively by, or

including University
employees, was involved in

those two Gailor rooms?"

Bennett: "I won't answer

that."

Later, that same interview:

Bennett: "We are not

engaged in a series of

sereptitious visits of

dormitory rooms in general. I

think that's thoroughly

understood by our staff.

Neither would we use a

vacation period as a time for

a 'general check' or

everyone's room. . .it's illegal.

"However. . .we could on

sufficient ground, without a

buildings, make a surveillance

of a dormitory room."

Secondly, the Search

Warrant-

Affidavit for Search

Warrant: Section One—
"I, Lester Winningham,

make oath that I am an

Agent, Tennessee Bureau of

Criminal Investigation duly

appointed and qualified as

such in said State and

County; that on the 2nd day

of January, 1972, I received

reliable information from

John Doe, alias. . . ., a

responsible and credible

citizen of said State and

County, who I, the affiant,

know to be a responsible and

credible citizen.

"I have known the said

informant for 10 years and

know said informant to be

reliable, honest and credible."

Section Two

—

'

' A ffiant further states

that the said informant

advised him on the 30th day

of December, 1972, the said

INFORMANT WAS ON THE
SAID PREMISES of the said

[Gailor 44], . . ."etc.

I believe, in spite of the

fact that Dr. Bennett chose

not to answer Editor

F i sh burne's question, the

answer is quite clear. Our

room's windows were locked

as was our door, thereby

necessitating the use of a

passkey for entrance into our

room. As far as Dr. Bennett's

-time room checks, I

know that I was truly on

vacation on the 30th of

December, 1971, as was my
roommate. I do, however,

agree with his statement that

it was illegal. Also, being in

one's room and searching his

private belongings greatly

exceeds the idea of

surveillance.

In closing I would like to

say that all I have proven is

that I believe that truth is

lacking either in one of the

official statements or the

other, but the TBI is not in

the habit of making false

statements on Official Search

Warrants and jeopardizing

their cases thereby.

Draw your own

Sincerely,

Drake Slay

In keeping with the

Sewanee men's coat and tie

rule, women are expected to

wear dresses and skirts to

classes and Gailor except in

extremely cold or inclement

weather. Members of the

Women's Rules Committee,

proctors, and the Discipline

Committee will deal with

i nfractions. The Women's

Rules Committee

Judy Ward

Elise Givhan

Cindy Boatwright

Susan Jones

Laurie Rice

Ann Cranwell

Gentlemen:

The December 15, 1971

issue of The Sewanee Purple

offends me as the father of a

daughter and a son presently

enrolled at the University of

The South.

I refer to Page Two

Dear Mr. Lee,

I am surprised that THE
SEWANEE PURPLE would

stoop to accept such an

advertisement as "Are You
Playing 'Fatherhood
Roulette?*", run in Vol. 90,

No. 10.

In protest to your
pandering I want my
subscription cancelled

immediately and the balance

of my subscription fee

refunded immediately.

Rev. Robert H. Bonner

Hemlock, Templei Texas

76501

EDITORIAL REPLY
We are sorry that two of

ouv readers decided to

terminate their subscriptions.

We see no reason to explain

the appearance of ihia

advertisement and neiihei

will we attempt to apologize

for its presence. No apology

is needed.

We would, however, like lo

comment on the response of

this- advertisement. We
e n c o urage and appreciate

comments by the alumni on
matters concerning Sewanee.

It is strange and rather sad that

the most violent reaction to

any issue in the PURPLE did

not concern Sewanee, but

some dubious moral and

Adver
playing "Fa
R c

rhood
Th:

graphic detail on the pleasure

of sexual intercource by use

of a condom, with a

recommendation Population

Planning Associates, Chapel

Hill, N.C., will furnish a

deluxe sample package of

thirteen condoms.

advertisment: "Making love is

great. But why should you
dimish the pleasure by having

to worry about getting her

pregnant?"

I would have you note

there is no mention of the

Holy Bond of Matrimony.

In running this
advertisement The Purple

promotes sexual intercource

between unmarried people.

Tell me why. I want a printed

explanation or you may
cancel my subscription.

It is hardly i

Hugh Hefner
multi-millionaire.

Philip Lamson

William Pecau,

e Editors

wonder that

"Wo
thanks,

TdratRer
have

anapple'.'

American
CancerSociety
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SAFC Explanations
The purpose of this Student Activity Fee Committee report is

to provide students and other interested parties with the

reasoning behind the final decisions of the Committee. It is also

hoped this report will provide guidelines for future Student
Activity Fee Committees. The Student Activity Fee Committee
realizes that there is an overall shortage of funds in the University
operating budget. The Committee has tried as much as possible to

co-operate with University in supporting activities which
complement the function of the University as an institution of
learning and which respond to general student interest. In

considering a fair and equitable dispensation of funds, the
Student Activity Fee Committee has allocated money on the

basis of the following criteria: the number of students served, the
percentage of students interested, and the value a program has for

the University community.
Certain requests we received did not fall properly within our

responsibilities. In addition, it became apparent that it would be
necessary to cut funds from organizations which merited support
in order to provide appropriations for organizations which we
judged to be more pertinent to the needs of the University

THE ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
Because the athletic program is a valuable asset to the student

body both as a source of physical training and as recreation, and
because of the financial predicament of the University, it is the
belief of this Committee that the Student Activity Fee should
help defray these costs as much as practicable with respect to the
other organizations' requests and the general interests of the
student body. Through special meetings with the V ice-Chancellor
and the Provost, in addition to a scheduled meeting with Mr.
Bryant, Head of the Athletic Department, the Student Activity
Fee Committee has been made aware of the very difficult

financial situation facing the Athletic Department and has tried in

every conceivable way to co-operate within the context of its

established criteria for allocation. Last year's Student Activity
Fee Committee originally allocated $8,000 which we have
increased this year to $12,000.

The Student Activity Fee Committee strongly believes that the
Athletic Department should not discontinue or charge for
activities and facilities open to the entire student body, to which
it is primarily responsible. The Committee is concerned about the
vast amount of the Department's budget that is spent on varsity
sports (for example, football). The Student Activity Fee
Committee thinks that any financial strains on the Athletic
Department should not result in the discontinuance of programs
which are of value to the entire student body. These programs or
facilities include: intramurals, tennis and handball courts, the golf
course, and the use of the swimming pool and gymnasium.

THE PUBLICATIONS BOARD
With many reservations, the Student Activity Fee Committee

has granted the full request of $22,000 to the Publications Board.
We have been generally disappointed with the publications of the
past few years. It is our belief that in a University of this caliber,
the student publications could be of a higher quality and
published more frequently. In addition, the Committee thinks
that the publications must be issued regularly to be of any benefit
to the University community. However, the fault does not lie

necessarily with the individual editors. Moreover, a reduction of
funds would serve to lessen rather than to enhance the
possibilities of maintaining an effective program of publications
for the University. The Student Activity Fee Committee strongly
believes that the situation merits considerable attention and
hopes that the Publications Board will devote serious thought
toward arriving at a solution.

THE GUERRY HALL OF FINE ARTS The Student Activity
Fee Committee is appalled by the present state of the Art Gallery
and the lack of attention that it has received. The Gallery and the
Fine Arts Department are severely understaffed. Many of the
works in the University's permanent collection have deteriorated
and need restoration desperately. The Gallery itself requires a
general rearrangement in order to display temporary exhibits
properly. These needs have arisen simply through a lack of funds.
The Student Activity Fee Committee feels that the Art Gallery
should be a source of pride to the University, and has allocated
$4,7000 to it. In addition, the Committee has written a letter to
the Vice-Chancellor expressing its hope that more attention will
be given to the Art Gallery and to other works of art

THE PENTACOSTAL MOVEMENT continued from page 8

of love. Furthermore, love

must be a motivating force

for desiring the gifts and each

gift is part of a ministry

whose source must be love.

It is by the following fruits

of the Spirit that Jesus says

you will know the believer:

the New Testament will be

fulfilled in his day-to-day

experience. After all, the

greatest confirmation of the

Pentecostal's faith is himself,

for he is a miracle,

transformed by the renewal

of the mind.

One might label the

Pentecostal a fundamentalist,

but his approach to the Bible

entails a spiritual digestion of

the Word. However, the

joy,

staPi rful

experience can have its

drawbacks. An impatience of

institution alism is often

coupled with an exclusive

bigotry. Then, he may easily

make himself obnoxious to

those who do not share his

religious enthusiasm.

Among the signs that Jesus

said would follow believers

>w tongues,"

longsuffering,

goodness, faith.

and temperanct

7:20, Galatians

Surely, you can

scripture to the tes*

of your faith. It

fruits of the Spirit where th<

believer's faith simply mus

gentleness,

(Matthew

6:22, 23).

put this

regardless

ten undergraduates joined the

body during the school year

which ended the spring of
1970.

Last year the fellowship

among students grew steadily.

Meetings with the

Thursday evenings. They
fulfilled a variety of functions

i ncl uding prayer, singing,

teaching from the Bible, and
an exchange of information.

Also, the gifts of the Spirit

were manifested at the
meeting.

Last spring the fellowship

bio

If the

i n d I Ma
16:17-18). Here, the

Pentecostal takes Jesus for

His words and acts in faith

accordingly. Almost

nng

stal fello ship

meeting is the use of the

spiritual gifts of God (I

Corinthian 12:8-10). Paul

stresses that the Christian

must be open to receive all

that the Lord has to offer

him. He tells us to desire

spiritual gifts in order,

principally, that "the church

may receive edifying" (I

Corinthians 14:1,5 ).

The most commonly seen

and often overemphasized

gift is speaking in tongues. In

tongues the believer yields his

speech mechanism to God
and prays in a language he has

never learned. Similarly,

prophecy entails speaking out

in one's own language with

words given to him by God.

The gifts more difficultly

and slowly demonstrated

include wisdom, faith, and

knowledge. Although
Christians must be prepared

to manifest any of the gifts

on the Spirit's leading, many
begin with tongues. By
placing the "Hymn to Love"

between discussion of the

gifts, Paul points out that

love transcends all use of the

gifts and that the gifts are

how much stock can we put
in this Lord of theirs?

Among the communities
of believers, the Pentecostals

claim to manifest the fruits of
the Spirit. Do they? Are they

tuned in to an infinite

source? We are all challenged

by Jesus to test the scripture.

There are many other

theological points and beliefs

which Pentecostals uphold,

but few others diverge

particularly from what we

denominational Christianity.

litted

Christians were drawn into

the Pentecostal fellowship

each month. Meetings were
ided elude

The

empty without the presence Thursday nights. Less than

FINAL 1971-1972 ALLOCATION

University's possessi

NEW STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
As a result of significant student interest, the Student Activity

Fee Committee has granted funds to the following new student
organizations: the Sewanee Lacross Club, the Outside Inn
Coffeehouse, and the Sewanee Popular Music Association In

ey

'""is; ^M^?i
to
ri

ai"™u
Ae
'!^r_r

nki
:
^sss^m

d Outing Club

the SAFC ALLOCATION FOR 1972-1973*

Jazz Society
$ g n(jn

Sewanee Lacross Club ; qqq
' ^ University Concert Series 13 rj00

Guerry Hall of Fine Arts 4J00
Athletic Department 12000-:—

-=ty Choir

in an effort to provide

seminarians, who maintain special
coinciding with the nonmarried stud.
special attention and consideration.

ried students and
sts not necessari]

nd therefore requi;

22,000

1,800

eca'i

NOW AND ALWAYS
America's favorite soft drink

Sewanee Student Forum 3 OOO
Radio Stationn WUTS g'

000
O-itside Inn Coffeehouse

'

200
University Band Y.'.Y.V. 2,000
Purple Masque

4 0Q0
Cinem. Guild ..." 2^00
bewanee Popular Music Association 3 500
Saint Luke's Community '

" '

2 nnn
Ge-manClub
SAFC Discretionary Fund

1,000

TOTAL . . .

•Any change redistribution of the
e concurrence of the ei

and the Provost.

$90,000
e allocations consititionally
tire Student Activity Fee

spontaneous fellowship and
praise and worship services in

students' rooms once a week
supplementing the Thursday
night meetings and All Saints

Whe ather

Pentecostal Movement may
have been planted last

century in Sewanee. But the

Movement first manifested

itself during the fifties among
seminarians. The body of
entecostals was small during

the fifties and sixties and
fluctuated with little strength

or power. Fellowship
meetings were held in living

romss of homes irregularly

and served to supplement
church services of the

Members of the body were
then and still are now
church-going Episcopalians

for the most part, thus

distinguishing the Movement
at Sewanee as Neo-
-Pentecostal.

In November of 1969, a

renewed outpouring of the

Holy Spirit spread to the

undergraduate student body.
By this time, the pentecostal

body numbered some fifteen

or twenty residents of
Sewanee and met regularly c

permitted, eucharist services

were held outdoors.

This school year meetings
continued outdoors on
Monday nights until cold
weather set in, at which teme
meetings were moved to St.

Augustine. Folks still gather
there on Monday nights at

ten o'clock to pray, sing, and
share the eucharist. Then, as

undergraduates have
separated from the

meetings have been and are

presently taking place at the

EQB House, Thursday at

eight o'clock. They have

1 I 1
e vo 1 ve c

encounter-type
groups. Both meetings are
open and the Christian

"family" welcomes all

inquirers.

The pentecostal family has
grown slowly but steadily

during the past s

Finally, there are

several identifying
characteristics among this

body of believers on this

mountain: they display

emotion openly; they love

Jesus and care about people
around them; and a Bible can
usually be found on their

person. Most incredible is

their claim that their Lord
can move your heart as well

ROPER'S BICYCLE

SHOP

210 Cedar Lane

arts - Repairs

455 - 9074
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Joy and Despair

(Editors Note:) The following is the text of a sermon preached in All

Saints' Chapel Oct. 31 , 1971 by Joel W. Pugh, the University Chaplain.

Tris morning I want to talk to you about solitude. I suppose
solitude is the thing that first strikes a visitor to Sewanee -

especially a visitor in the summer who has left the highway at

Monteagle, driven along the quieter road here, and suddenly

comes round the curve into the campus.
The cloisters and towers and pinnacles, the quiet quadrangle-

and parks where one "can walk unseen/on the dry smooth shaven
green" - Convocation Hall inhabited only by Bishops in

lawnsleeves and nineteenth century gentlemen in high collars and
gowns gazing serenely down from the walls all these make
Sewanee seem indeed a place where one can recollect in

tranquility.

Of course if the same visitor returned last evening he'd get a

rather different impression. But in part the first impression of
colitude would be accurate. This is intentionally a place set apart.

A place set apart in order that the University and its work can be
of first importance. It is a solitary place.

But solitude in the sense of separateness and loneliness was far

from the intention of the founders of this University. They knew
that study and learning in the fullest sense could take place only

if men studied and lived and worshipped together. They
established not just a place in which men could read books and
attend lectures - but a community in which, partly because of its

remoteness, it is possible to explore together the accumulated
learning of the past, it is possible to explore together human
relationships, it is possible to explore together the possibilities of

knowing and living with and for God.
Now that all sounds very fine and attractive: almost worthy of

the introduction to the College catalogue. But it's not so simple.

Just having the possibility of community doesn't bring about the

fact. We can all illustrate this by thinking of the students we
know who are spending their years here neither acquiring

learning, nor enlarging their acquaintance, nor being drawn to

God, nor really enjoying themselves.

And there are real obstacles for all of us in making the

possibility of community a fact. The books I read, the subjects I

study, I find unrelated to who I am, how I feel, what I want.

Some people I find unresponsive or unattractive or selfish or

ungrateful. They disappoint me, they hurt me. (And to be honest,

I disappoint them and hurt them.) God I find remote. Somehow
he is not revealed in, but concealed by, all the gothic architecture

and liturgical language. I know what life ought to be here, but it

doesn't seem to work out that way for me. Oh I'm reasonably

content, I'm not unhappy, but shouldn't there be more? I expect

more; I was promised more. Deep down I feel cut off. Deep down
solitude for me is loneliness and separateness. It was something
like this uneasiness that T. S. Eliot touched on when he wrote:

The endless cycle of idea and action

Endless invention, endless experiment,

Brings knowledge of motion, but not of stillness.

Knowledge of speech, but not of silence;

Knowledge of words, but ignorance of the Word
All our knowledge brings us nearer to ignorance,

All our ignorance brings us nearer to death,

But nearness to death no nearer to God.
Where is the life we have lost in living?

Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?

Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?

What's gone wrong? Why do we have contiquity without

community? Is it because there are 900 of us instead of 600 or

400? Is it the disease of the times? Is it me?
Yes, perhaps a bit of all of these, but don't forget there was no

golden age in the past either of this University or of mankind

when men who looked long and hard at themselves and at those

about them weren't aware of this loneliness and isolation.

OG Committee
Wants Funds

And the solution is not for all of us to make a big effort at a
kind of back-slapping, hand-shaking, name-remembering Dale
Carnegie-ish conviviality. This false and hollow attempt at
community doesn't fool anyone for long.

The hard fact of life - the hard fact of the Gospel is that the
way out of this situation of isolation, loneliness, and being cut off
is the way that goes straight through it. There is no side stepping,
no avoiding, no ignoring. There is no panacea that will enable us'
effortlessly and painlessly to become at one with others and with
God.

Loneliness can .be banished, isolation erased, community
created only by a love that is costly, a love that is real, a love that
is honest, a love that, in the end, to mean anything at all must be

it be prepared to give when there is no
i there is betrayal, to continue when the
>. This is a demanding love. This is a love
side. It is only this kind of love that can
tion of isolation and into a worthwhile

willing to suffer. It mi
thanks, to be open wht
end appears to be failu

that can tear us apart ii

relationship with one other persoi. or with a group of people.
There is no short, sure, easy way. A hard fact. Another hard

fact is that you and I are not naturally endorsed with that kind of
love. My love naturally reaches out to those like me. It thrives on
praise and thanks. It draws to me people who can fulfill me by
returning my love. My love is selfish. But the joy of the Gospel is
that God recognizes this fact, accepts this fact, and joins us where
and when we meet this fact. God's love for us is a love that gives,
is open, and continues when the end is ingratitude, betrayal!
failure even when the reward of his love is being killed. When we
know this in the bottom of our hearts, not just with the top of
our heads, our natural selfish love begins to change.

Preachers often would have us believe that the cross of Jesus
stood alone on Calvary casting a dark shadow across an otherwise
happy, agreeable scene; that it is a symbol of pain in a cheerful

that first Good Friday. Jesus

ffering. He was not the

world. But there

o involuntary compai
be crucified nor the last. In

world. The wond.
in this fact. He wa

ion, and death inti

ou shalt be with

still

crucified. Suffering is a fact of the

i goodness is that God in Christ joins us

with the two malefactors sharing their

crime and its punishment, their execi
redemption. "This day," he said, "t

Paradise."

It is a common fallacy that the word salvation means
something like "rescue from suffering". It didn't mean thafon
Good Friday, never has meant that, and doesn't mean that now.
Salvation means rather the power of the suffering Christ with us
turning everything from petty annoyances to our deepest pains
into our redemption and even using them in his work of
redeeming the world around us.

The kingdom of God we talk so much about in the pulpit is

not a safe, secure, warm, rational, protective kingdom. Life in this

kingdom is characterized by a kind of careless spending of
ourselves, an uncounting generosity, unconditional love, unethical
forgiveness, a thankfulness before the beauty of the world, a
humility before the wonder of personality. This is not a life

designed to fence us off safety from the world • it is a life open to
the world's pain.

Of course now it's much safer in a world where we have
sufficient income to be comfortable, a little pride to keep us
above the other people, enough wisdom to keep us from making
fools of ourselves. But don't forget this is the world of separation,
isolation, loneliness. In Christ's kingdom we are open to the
world's pain, but it is only in being open to it that we get a share
of the world's joy and that far outweighs the pain. Part of the joy
is that in his kingdom we find ourselves - really without our own
effort becoming at one with God and with others even the
unattractive, incompatible, and ungrateful. Our unease, our
annoyances, our suffering become that means for redemption. In
his kingdom we don[t have the compulsion to anesthetize the
pain with alcohol or study or sex or chatter. Given to Christ he
will use it to redeem us and those around us.

The joy is that we take on something like a new dimension of
personality. In his kingdom we "apprehend with all saints what is

the breadth and length and height and depth and know the love

of Christ which passes knowledge" - all of which will take all

eternity to explore. And that's the end we were created for.

either through the SPO or in

their rooms during the several

weeks.

The committee this year

will distribute the funds to

th e following six

By Ginny Ennett
The Student Fund

Committee of the Order of

Gownsmen, chaired by Law
Wilson, is asking the students

of the College to contribute

community projects.

Every year, the members
of the Sewanee community,
including the seminarians,

contribute money to the"

Community Chest. These
funds are used to support

projects of benefit to the

whole community, based on
req u ests made by these

organizations. For the most

part, the funds aid

educational or recreational

programs which serve the

young people of the

community and the children

of faculty, students, local

residents, and University

employees. Many of these

programs employ students.

The goal of the committee

thousand dollars. Money and

pledges have been received by

students contacted at Gailor

before Christmas. Those

students who have not been

contacted about contributing

to the fund will be reached

irganizations < m the basis of

ms made by

the Board of the Sewanee

Community Council:

Sewanee Public School

through the PTA, to provide

enrichment programs and

material supplies, additional

teachers and student aids.

Babe Ruth Baseball to

continue this athletic

program for boys aged 13-16.

Sewanee Youth Center,

which provides training and

recreational facilities for local

young people and houses the

Head Start and Midget

League programs. It also *

recreational program, and"

hires students through

work-study.

Cumberland Mountain

Learning Disability Center

which provides for the special

educational needs of children

with minimal brain damage

and tests and evaluates

additional children in order

to place them in appropriate

programs.

Sewanee Nursery and

Kindergarten which will

provide scholarships _
to

students for this private but

open-to-all pre-school

organization.

Sewanee O.E.O. Headstart,

housed in the Youth Center

Building, and sharing utility

expenses, this is a day-care

type school for children who

cannot attend nursery or

kindergarten.

97 Gone
by William Pecau. Editor

More than 10% of the first

semester students at Sewanee
are not returning for the

spring semester. At the

beginning of this school year,

there were 938 students

enrolled. Twenty-four
students dropped out while

school was in progress.

Another twenty-four dropped
out after the first semester,

deciding not to register. Also,

there are eleven who are now
on academic 'suspension

which is the polite term for

flunking out Twenty-two
graduated, eleven transferred

and finally, eleven left for

miscellaneous reasons

The total number gone is

ninety-seven and with
thirty-seven new and with the

enrollment is 878 except for

the fact, that only 872 have

registered, lee ving t ix people

unaccounted for.

Last year only sixty-six

people failed to enroll for the

seoond semes ter. This year's

figure of 97 i to be a

large increase, but i t is not so

significant as it so) j nds. The
comparison* 3*e ar follows:

'70-' 71 '71-'72

Left during

15 24

Flunked out

lS ferred

25 36

Graduatedl2 14

Thus. Ihtie were about ten

more graduates this term and

twenty more people who just

wanted to get out. Most of

the people who dropped out

after the term did so to work

and then come back at a

future dale.

SDS
The papers say SDS is

dead. They wish! Despite the

death notices more than 1000

will attend the SDS National

Convention against Racism,

March 30—April 2, at Lowell

Lecture Hall, Harvard

University. (Some of the

death notices are no: merely

on paper. H arvard, for

example, tried to kill the

Convention by denying

facilities. When SDS launched

a petition campaign, they

backed down and gave in.)

Last year's SDS Convention

of over 1000 led to the

struggles on campuses all

across the country and several

large national demonstrations

to fight racist unemployment,

welfare cut; i, and the war in

S.E. Asia.

This yeiir SDS has led

struggles ag ainsl pushers of

racist id* ology such as

Herrnstein at Harvard and
Shockley at Stanford. In LA
and Boston SDS is leading

fights agains t administrations

which boastfully push racist
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Law Wilson:

r̂ "Those who would

make peaceful revolution

impossible, make violent

revolution inevitable."

The great revolutionary

struggles of the past 25 years

have illustrated the truism

that a people determined to

assert their national character

and plot their own desitny

within their historic and

geographic boundaries,

cannot be turned aside from

that goal. Their triumph is a

certain as the rising sun.

What must occur when the

paths for peaceful revolution

are closed comprises the

incidents and the story line in

Gilo Pontecorvo's film, "The

Battle of Algiers." The film

illustrates the conflicts,

tactics, and necessities

inherent in wars of national

liberation, or struggles against

repressive regimes. The scene

could be Cuba in 1957,

France under the Nazis,

Czechoslovakia, Hungary, or

Vietnam in the last twenty

Namibia, or Zimbabwe, or

one of the many other

struggles for
self-determination from

foreign or repressive regimes.

When a colonialist power

seeks to retain control of a

population, they cannot

equivocate; their weapon in

this futile attempt is nothing

less than the entire resources

of military-industrial

technology, marshalled into

the legitimized violence of

the ruling class. This violence

takes place under the guise of

MORE ALGERIAS

protecting the "national

security" which is only the

continuance in control of the

ruling clique. Constitutional

safeguards, such as they exist,

are likewise not meant to

apply to dissident elements

considered to be a threat to

national security. (The Soviet

consitution does not extend

its guarantees of free speech

to critical writers or Jews;

South Africa's guarantees do

not extend to anti-apartheid

clergy, much less the black

of

liberation, or struggles against

repressive regimes, the

niceties of the Geneva

convention and bourgeois

moral values cannot be

considered. This is not to say

that the legal structure

cannot be used to advantage

by the liberation forces; on

the contrary, it would be

foolish not to take advantage

of them so long as they are

observed by the ruling group.

Revolution in the face of

mobilized state violence is

not pleasant, and

weapons. If the ruling class

refuses to recognise the

elf-de

ople that

of a

will

struggle in whatever way they

can to throw off the shackles.

The first goal, assuming

support of the masses of

people, is for the

revolutionist to eliminate the

actual fingers of the hand of

oppr. polk

and army and navy.

CINEMA
by Herbert Reynolds

UNMAN, WITTERING &
ZIGO-David Hemmings
plays a teacher in an English

public school v iciously,

witfully victimized by pupils

primed more on "if..." than

"Zero de Conduite."

RULES OF THE GAME
(1939)-Banned in France for

almost thirty years, Jean

Renoir's legendary farsical

satire of the social and sexual

charades of the decadent

French leisure class winds up

a houseparty assembled for a

hunt with m asters and

servants shooting at each

other. Among the dozen

superior even to Renoir's own
"Grand Illusion."

VON RICHTHOFEN &
BROWN-Roger Corman
chronicles the fight against

World War I's flying Red

THE WILD CHILD
( 1970)-Francois Truffaut's

finest and most sensitive film

since "Jules & Jim" (1962).

A young boy discovered

around 1800 living wild

among the forests of southern

France is trained in human

skills by a sympathy Lie

doctoi, played by Truffaut.

THE CONFORMIST—One
of the past year's most

important works, from the

talented, innovative young

Italian, Bernardo Bertolucci.

( H is debut, "Before the

Revolution" (1964), is May
10's Cinema Guild feature.)

Jean-Louis Trintignant plays

the Fascist aristocrat from

the Moravia novel.

BANAN AS-Woody
Allen's pleasant bit of

insanity is loosely about a

republic; the quintessential

Allen humor is often quite

THE FALL OF THE
HOUSE OF USHER (1928),

LOT IN SODOM (1934), and

AUTUMN FIRE (1931)-The

first two by Dr. James S.

Watson and Melville Weber,

the last by Herman G.

Weinberg, are the outstanding

achievements of the first

ED. NOTE: Mr. Reynolds, whose

"On Film" appeared as a regular

column in the PURPLE for three

Hereafter, this

weekly in b

throughout the

of the SIREN.

=itherThis can be do

directly through one-by-one

assassination and guerilla

attack, or by striking by

terrorism at the base of

support of the ruling clique.

This technique involves the

destruction of essentially

civilian lives and property to

prove to them that they can

find no comfort or protection

from their security forces;

that their position in support

of the forces of repression is

untenable. In the case of

Algeria, the FLN, recognizing

that the French colons were

behind the military forces,

made them pay the price for

their support of colonialism,

just as violently as the cost of

colonialism had been
extracted from the Arabs. No
one is innocent who does not

disavow and work against the

tactics and goals of his

government when it pursued

colonialist policy. However

reprehensible, the plastique

bombings of civilian gathering

places struck at the real

support behind the repressive

military regime. Ultimately,

the colons realise that the

cost of colonialsm, of

controlling a struggle people,

is too high to be met, and

self-determination is won.

Torture is inevitably used

on both sides as a method of

illustrated well the methods

used by the French in

Algeria, and by both the

French and Americans in

Vietnam: excrutiatingly

j itinful body positions for

beatings semi drownings.

electrodes placed on earlobes

and genitalia, beatings on the

feet, creating which bruises

do not show. The film's

Colonel insisted that such

toture was never ordered; but

the meaning of such phrases

necessary," or "in any way

you can," was as clear to the

French soldiers in Algeria as

the phrase "waste them" was

to the troops at My Lai.

A colonial power or an

undemocratic regime must

ask itself if continued control

is wroth the methods of

violence against persons

which must be used, and the

resulting cost in blood,

property, and loss of moral

integrity.

Self-determination is not

won by a divided people, but

by mass support of those who
political consciousness has

caused them to take the lead.

In Algeria, as in Vietnam, the

masses, if not actually

participating by personal

force of arms, support "the

struggle by absorbing the

patriots as fish in the sea.

Pontecorvo indicated the

importance the role women
have played in resistance

struggles, but they appear

only as subordinates.
Nowhere in his movie do they

take the leadership position

of which they are capable,

and which they have taken in

PARTY
WEEKEND

by David Aiken
Plans for the upcoming

Mid-Winters Party Weekend,

Feb.

othe The'

supposed inferiority, and the

deference accorded to them,

make women ideal couriers

and weapons carriers. Women
the world over have changed

the old saying "they also

serve who sit and wait," to

"they also serve who lie in

of

revolutionary cad re

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Wednesday, February 9 8:15 p.m. (Blackman Auditorium)

Cinema Guild:'Renoir
,

s RULES OF THE GAME (France)

Thursday, February 10 7:30 p.m. (Convocation Hall)

Fireside Discussion: Baha'i

Friday, February 11 Midwinter's Party Weekend begins

Saturday, February 12 Midwinter's (Study Day)

Monday, February 14 4:30 p.m. & 7:00 p.m. (Blackman)

. . Experimental Film Club: FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER;
AUTUMN FIRE; LOT IN SODOM.

Tuesday, February 15 5:30-7:30 p.m. Sigma Nu Oyster Roast

7:30 p.m. (Juhan Gym) Basketball: David Lipscomb

Thursday, February 17 8:00 p.m. (Dr. W. McCrady's home)

Le Circle Francais

Friday, February 18 8:15 p.m. (Blackman)

Classic Film Concern

Saturday, February 19 , 2:00 p.m. Wrestling:

Centre and Southwestern

7:30 p.m. (Juhan Gym) Basketball: Transylvania

Gove Comes Friday

by Ginny Ennett

Richard Gove Scrivenor

will appear Friday, February

11, at Guerry Auditorium at

8:00 p.m. He is sponsored by

the German Club.

Gove usually plays the 12

string guitar with picks and

bottleneck, but occasionally

goes to a six string guitar for

a particular song.

He did not begin playing

the guitar until 1963, when
he was serving in nuclear

submarines with the U.S.

Navy. After his discharge in

1967, Gove played at the

Folk Ghetto in Norfolk. The

Ghetto was followed by

appearances at several clubs,

and a five-month stint at the

Red Mule Lounge in Norfolk,

Virginia.

Gove came to Nashville in

September, 1969, where he

was signed as a writer and

recording artist with Acuff

Rose and TRX Records.

be

markedly more constrained

than those for the past fall

weekend. The German Club

opted for the one man folk

guitarist, "Gove", to play

Friday night at Guerry

Auditorium instead of the

usual dance band at Gailor.

Fraternities such as the Fiji's,

the Chi Psi's, and the DKE's

plan not to have bands, but

/ill ink the

respectivehouses, while the

SAE'splan to all be either in

New Orleans to see Mardi

N e vertheless, for those

who wish to party on the

Mountain there will still be

plenty to do. Friday night

after "Gove" the SN's, and

the DTD's plan to have the

rock band "Warm" at the Nu
house, and the LCA's will

have the local talent of

" El k in Brown" at their

house. Saturday night the

ATO's will have the "The

Talesmen", the Beta's will

have "The Soul Invaders",

the LCA's will have "Still

Brook", the KA's and the

PDT's will feature "The

Spontanes" at the Phi house,

and the SN's and the Delt's

will again present "Warm"
this time at the DTD house.

The Pan-Hellenic Council has

decided not to impose a ten

dollar fee on non-fraternity

members who wish to use the

fraternity houses, however

i n d e pendents and visitors

planning to participate in the

festivities are urged to check

with the individual
fraternities they want to be

with.

Reaction to Mid-Winters

among the student body is

varied. Many students see

Saturday without classes as

an excellent time to leave. It

is obviously a good chance to

see Mardi Gras. Other

students feel that a smaller

party weekend is more fun,

and presents a good time to

drink socially with friends.

Either way there will be a

party weekend, plenty of

i mported females, and a

guarantee

.

THE SEWANEE MARKET

In the Village

Near the Boys Club

Open 7 'til 12

You'll Find It At

Mutt & Charlie's

B & G SUPPLY
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^eutanee purple sports

Ski Squad Starts Season
at Beech Mountain

Cagers Slump
After a fairly successful

European trip which saw
Sewanee win four games and
lose six against rugged

competition, the Tigers have

had trouble getting back on
the winning track, as a

Saturday night loss to

Southwestern at Memphis put

the Tigers at 3-7 for the year,

their fifth loss in the last six

games. The loss followed

losses to Lambuth and
Maryville, and somewhat
dimmed the Tigers' hopes of

capturing the C.A.C.
Tournament later in the

month.

T h « 1 o i

Southwestern and Lambuth
spoiled the debut of
Sewanee's first seven-footer,

Bill Kosick, who turned in 19

and 16 point performances in

his first two outings after

transferring at mid-year from
the University of Kansas.

Kosick, from Hoffman
Estates, Illinois, also pulled

down 30 rebounds in the two
games. Travis Nay, a

freshman transfer from
Indiana Central in

Indiannapolis, has seen only

limited action since becoming

a Sewanee eager, but he is

expected to play a more
prominent role in the Tigers'

drive toward a winning season

and the C.A.C. championship.

After a slow start before

Christmas, junior forward

Eddie Greene has become

Sewanee 's most consistent

performer, averaging 22.4

points since returning from

Europe, and hitting on almost

60% of his field goal attempts

to take over scoring lead from

Bob Knight, who transferred

at semester's end. In addition

Greene has pulled down 7.3

rebounds per game for the

Tigers, trailing freshman Gary
Erwin who is averaging 8.4

rebounds and 10 points per

game. Jack Lefler, scrappy

sophomore guard, is averaging

11.5 points per game for the

Tigers in addition to being

the playmaker and one of the

top defensive players. While

Mark Knight has not had the

season many had hoped for,

due to his early season ankle

injury, he has averaged almost

10 points a game, including .

16 point effort in the loss to

Lambuth.

If the Tigers are to bounc*.

back from their recent slump
and get on track once again,

it will have to be soon as

there are only two regular

season games remaining,

against David Lipscomb and
tough Transylvania, before

the C.A.C. With the

acquisition of big Kosick,

Sewanee should be able to

make an impressive showing

in the C.A.C. at Washington

and Lee, but play will have to

be much more consistent

than it has been in recent

weeks.

THE MONTEAGLE DINER
924-3731

WE SPECIALIZE IN..

Our Own Cut Steaks.

FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS....
Dine In The Mountaineer Room.

DINNER FROM FIVE 'TIL TEN-THIRTY P.M.

This week the Sewanee Ski

Team begins its second season

of competition. It is entering

the Southern Intercollegiate

Ski Championships at Beech

Mountain, North Carolina.

The races will be held on
Thursday and Friday,
February 10 and 11.

Last year Sewanee
captured third place in a field

of twenty-five schools. The
Universities of North Carolina

and Tennessee placed first

and second. Sewanee's

chances to improve are good

because of three returning

veterans.

Two events will be held,

the giant slalom and the

downhill. The course is set on

Beech Mountain's steep

"Skydive" slope. Each school

is allowed to enter four

racers, but only the top two

championship.

One of Sewanee'5

is David "Hot Dog"
Voorhees, a junior from

Moorehead City, N.C.

Voorhees had a very fast time

in the downhill last year and

he should be good in that

event again this year. With

experience and practice he

should improve his rather

slow time in the giant slalom.

Another veteran is Bill

Sullivan, a junior from St.

Paul, Minnesota. Sullivan has

great technical ability in jet

Christies and other esoteric

racing turns. He really

accelerates through a gate,

and for this reason he should

do well in the giant slalom.

Because of the experience he

gained last season, Sullivan

should also do well in the

downhill.

Sewanee's biggest threat is

Joel Blakeslee, a sophomore

from Evergreen, Colorado.

His Rocky Mountain
background is his greatest

asset. He can handle speed on

the straights and through the

gates. Last year he finished

third in the downhill and he

was right at the top in

combined times. With his

racing experience last season,

Blakeslee should improve on
what was an excellent

The fourth place on the

squad will be filled by Parkin

Hunter, Marshall Garrett, or

Joe Daniel. Hunter, a senior

from Florence, South
Carolina, suffered a broken

bone early in the season last

year and could not race.

Garrett, a senior from

Sacramento, California, is

another strong contender.

Daniel is a junior from

Pampa, Texas. These three

will battle for the fourth spot

during the two days before

the first race.

Coach of the Sewanee Ski

Team is a longtime skier, Dr.

Hugh Caldwell. Coach
Caldwell phins to work with

'the team on Tuesday and

Wednesday in preparation for

the first event, the giant

slalom on Thursday. The

team races under the auspices

of the Sewanee Ski and

Outing Club.

Delts V'ball Champs
Beat Tough Faculty
The 1971-1972 I.M.

Volleyball Championship left

little doubt as to who was the

number one team, yet there

still remains doubt as to who
is number two. The Delts

won the championship as

expected for the second

consecutive undefeated
season, but two of their

victims, the Independents and

the Faculty, are still giving

verbal contestation as to who
is the true runner-up. In the

semifinal matches the Faculty

beat the Lamb Chops in three

games to advance to the

finals, and the Delts had a

hard time against the

Independents, but also won
in three games. Certainly for

the losers Marshall Garrett

(LCA), Danny Byrd (Ind.)

and Dick Erhart -d.) were

the top spikers, and the

settings of John Swett (LCA)
and Pete McClellan (Ind.)

were strong points. The next

night in the consolation

match these two teams met
with the Independents taking

third place in three games

over the favored LCA's.

The Championship Match
between the Faculty and the

Delts pitted outstanding Delt

spikers against a tough

defensive unit of the faculty.

The blocking of M.L. Agnew
and Happy Hank Arnold was

almost too much as several of

the Delt spikes were returned

at the net, while Crazy Herb

Stewart, Walt Henley and

Steve Hogwood were the

primary defense against the

spikes of Rudy "the leaper"

Davalos and Mac Petty. The

Delt Duo of Kyle Rote and

Mike Wood at the spike line

was just devastating as time

after time even poor sets were

turned into powerful hits for

the Delts. The experience of

playing together seemed to be

the major factor in the Delt

win as they deflated the

optimistic Faculty hopes. As

far as individual performances

go, the serving of Wood and

Richard Lambert left little

chance for the faculty to get

a good set. For tournament

seniors Bill Blumberg, David

Frantz, Marshall Garrett,

Dick Erhart, Kyle Rote and

Walter Henley, this was their

last chance to bask in I.M.

Volleyball success, and all

played well. Next year looks

to be a great year for the

Faculty (who recruit, and are

never hurt by graduation) but

always the Delts will return a

top caliber team and will be

led by four juniors who have

never been beaten.

Thanks must also go to

Sgt. Bernie Haas and Col.

Hedgepeth for providing

refreshments in the after-game

party at the Delt House, and

to head referee Ty Wilkinson

(newly engaged) for a good

year in the tree house.

The suit to test the

authority of Franklin County

to tax lease-hold estates

within a 1000 acre

reservation on the domain of

the University of the South

concluded in favor of the

University.

The Ur
contended that its leaseholders

are exempt from taxation on

either the land itself or any

improvements or

developments made thereon.

Lease holders include any

profit-making business

organization holding a lease

from the University on the

reservation, the homes of

faculty and staff, and all

fraternity houses.

A case concerning the

same question had been tried

previously in Winchester. The

University claimed the tax

question to be settled, but

Franklin County officials

contended public tax policy

had changed since the time of

the original suit.

A perpetual injunction was

handed down by Tennessee

Chancellor Henley barring

further taxation of University

lands. For the last two years,

lease-holders have paid taxes

which were held in escrow

pending the decision. Unless

the county appeals the

injunction, all money will be

refunded. The case was

argued September, 1970.
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"Hunger for the Rebirth of Wonder"

The Pentacostal Movement
"And suddenly there

heaven as of a rushing

mighty wind, and it filled

all the house where they
were sitting. And there

appeared unto them a
dozen tongues like as of
fire, and it sat upon each

of them. And they were
all filled with the Holy
Ghost, and began to

speak with other tongues,

the Spirit gave them
utterance. " (ACTS 2:2-4)

by Harry Langenberg

egan at Pentecost, soon after

Jesus' ascension, and has

antinued through the last

no thousand years. Today,

ridences of the movement
re present everywhere,

including such remote spots

tiways been

since its beginning. The turn

of the century saw the revival

of the Pentecostal Movement
in areas of the western United

States. As the movement
spread in the first two
decades of the twentieth

century, men and women
were repeatedly rejected from

churches. Many tended to

replace their churches with

Pentecostal bodies, forming

such churches as The
Assembly of God and the

Church of God.

More recently, historic

Churches have evidenced a

renewed outpouring of the

Holy Spirit. Those who have

stayed within the Church,
attempting to transform it,

form the Neo-Pentecostal

faction of the Movement.
Neo-Pentecostals inevitably

encounter opposition from
congregations who prefer the

status-quo.

meet periodically to

supplement the spiritual life

of the Neo-Pentecostal. A
lack of denominational fervor

is also usually present among
the latter group.

The most recent
outgrowth of the Pentecostal

Movement is Catholic

Pentecostalism. This last

group remains within the

framework of the Catholic

Church and includes

particularly priests and

younger people.

Although they conform to

the ritualism and tradition

and ceremony of the Church,

Catholic Pentecostals tend to

detach themselves from the

doctrinal peculiarities of their

Church. As with
Neo-Pentecostals, regular

fellowship meetings
supplement church services.

Now, people ask what is so

wonderful about the
Pentecostal Movement. If it is

not so great, why do people

claim its proponents to be

heretical, fanatical, crazy, or

simply burned out? How does

this movement differ from

Christianity? A distinction

which is important but which

does not carry the 6verriding

significance within the faith is

the emphasis on the Holy

Spirit. John the Baptist

foretold of one coming who
would transcend his baptism

with water by baptism with

the Holy Ghost {Matthew

3:11). Later, Jesus prepared

Hi the

"Comforter," telling them
that they would "be endued

with power from on high"

(Luke 24:49). Jesus' promise

was fulfilled at Pentecost

where the apostles were filled

with the Holy Ghost and

began to speak in languages*

foreign to them.

It is on the basis of these
references besides those in

Acts where Cornelius, the

Corinthiai
and t

with the Holy Ghost that

validates the "Baptism of the

Holy Spirit" as a definite

experience apart from the

water baptism. The
Pentecostal upholds the

Baptism of the Holy Spirit

and applies the laying on of

hands "to stir up the gift that

is in us" (II Timothy 1:6).

But, the experience of the

Baptism only comes when we
allow the Holy Spirit to work
fully in our lives.

In the Pentecostal
Movement the greatest

importance is placed on a

born -a gain experience in

which the Christian meets the

Lord Jesus in a personal and

experiential way as well as

sacramentally and liturgically.

Underlying the desire for

an intimate relationship with
the Lord Jesus is the

confirmed belief that the

Lord is amonst us today and
can be known and met under
a variety of circumstances.

Most important, he expects,

in faith, that the promises of

Continued on page 4
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